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Abstract: This Editorial introduces the papers published in the special issue “Earth
Observation for Ecosystems Monitoring in Space and Time” which includes the most
important researchers in the field and the most challenging aspects of the application of
remote sensing to study ecosystems.
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1. Introduction: Why a Special Issue on Earth Observation for Ecosystems Monitoring in Space
and Time?
Nowadays, a number of different sensors are available for studying ecosystems from space. This
allows researchers to study ecosystems at a number of spatial scales (considering both grain and extent)
with a high temporal resolution.
Further, ecological theory has been applied to remote sensing data to monitor species dispersal and
diversity over space and time. Ecosystem-based models have also been developed to monitor, at a high
temporal resolution, Earth surface changes over large areas. The need for high temporal resolution
for studying global and local changes is directly related to the use of techniques other than field-based
monitoring. Consequently, remote sensing is critical for ecosystems monitoring.
Remote sensing and ecosystems monitoring challenges include (i) scale issues, (ii) data gathering and
analysis, and (iii) software development.
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2. The Value of the Special Issue
The published special issue represents a stimulating discussion concerning innovative
techniques/approaches that are based on remote sensing data, which are used for the study of
ecosystems at different spatial and temporal scales. Research scientists and other subject matter experts
submitted innovative and challenging papers that showed advances in several topics: estimating the
spatial distribution of plant species richness by Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) and hyperspectral
data [1], assessing habitat quality of forest corridor based on NDVI [2], applying remote sensing to
study (marine) coral ecosystems [3], identifying ecosystem functional types [4], distinguishing between
different forest trunk size classes from remote sensing [5], detecting changes in forest patterns [6],
applying light use efficiency models to estimate vegetation productivity [7], classifying grassland
successional stages by airborne hyperspectral images [8], proposing monitoring programs of grasslands
based on multi-temporal optical and radar satellite images [9], estimating the potential of remote sensing
to capture field-based plants phenology [10].
3. Special Issue Main Topics and Advancements
Based on the abstracts of the 10 published papers, Figure 1 represents the major themes of such
manuscripts. Although forest habitats were mostly studied (e.g. [1,2,5,6]), also marine ecosystems
were considered in the special issue as a core part of remote sensing use in ecology [3]. Very different
remote sensing data, including optical and LiDAR data, were used, applying a variety of interesting
models (Figure 1), from dynamic system models for phenology assessment [10] to light use efficiency
models for inferring gross primary production [7] to modified random clustering to represent forest
fragmentation [6].
Figure 1. Cloud of the words contained in the abstracts of the special issue “Earth
Observation for Ecosystems Monitoring in Space and Time”. The bigger the size, the higher
the frequency of each word. The code and the set needed to produce the cloud are available
in the Supplementary material.
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The 50 researchers coming from nine countries (Figure 2) did extend the current knowledge on remote
sensing applied to ecosystem monitoring based on previous literature which was fully brought up. Major
challenges related to hot themes and topics deriving from previous remote sensing literature (cited in the
published manuscripts of this special issue) were seriously faced, applying a remote perspective mostly
to vegetation data analysis at the landscape scale, under global change (Figure 3).
Figure 2. The nine different countries involved in the special issue.
Figure 3. Cloud of the words contained in the references of the papers of the special issue
“Earth Observation for Ecosystems Monitoring in Space and Time”. The bigger the size, the
higher the frequency of each word. The code and the set needed to produce the cloud are
available in the Supplementary material.
4. Conclusion
Large-scale field sampling of several ecological parameters is challenging considering sampling
efforts and costs [11]. However, as demonstrated in this special issue, there are available remote
sensing tools—including data and advanced modeling techniques—which may allow ecologists to obtain
ecological information in a timely manner with a certain degree of confidence. In this special issue,
such approaches were described in detail to disentangle problems and issues related to the application of
remote sensing in ecology and to face current challenges related to an effective monitoring of ecosystems
in space and time.
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